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When the 2014 Ebola was shut down in 2016, people in the affected countries in 

West Africa with symptoms that might be Ebola were offered access to “Western 

medicine” in “Ebola Treatment Units”. First, they were told, people with Ebola 

symptoms had to “triaged” - so they were herded into any structure or shelter 

capable of holding them. 

People in these make-shift triage units were often not given any care, not even life-

saving hydration, and those who did not have Ebola had to share pit latrines with 

the infected. There, those who had Ebola infected those who did not. 

Everyone who went in without Ebola became infected. Many, never left. In my 

book, “Ebola: An Evolving Story”, in which I applaud the development of Ebola 

vaccines, by the way, I called the people who did not have Ebola who were infected 

and died - 50% of them - the true heroes of the outbreak. I called the triage units 

"concentration camps”. I considered those who managed to manipulate the 
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symptomatic masses into these pits of despair to die without medical care to be 

guilty of crimes against humanity. 

In July 2020, CDC published an “Interim Operational Considerations for 

Implementing the Shielding Approach to Prevent COVID-19 Infections in 

Humanitarian Settings” that describes potential Ebola pits for Americans. 

In this document, they describe a “Shielding Approach”, which they say  

“aims to reduce the number of severe COVID-19 cases by limiting contact between 

individuals at higher risk of developing severe disease (‘high-risk’) and the general 

population (‘low-risk’). High-risk individuals would be temporarily relocated to safe 

or ‘green zones’ established at the household, neighborhood, camp/sector or 

community level depending on the context and setting… (People in the Green Zones) 

would have minimal contact with family members and other low-risk residents.” 

People with high risk of severe disease are those who, for myriad reasons, lack the 

ability to mount an adequate and safe immune response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 

With so many with autoimmunity and co-morbid conditions in the US, if we are right 

about #PathogenicPriming, untold numbers of vaccinated people around the world 

are now at risk of autoimmunity due to future COVID-19 infections.  

People who have higher risk of serious COVID-19 tend to reach higher viremia and 

would be more likely to spread. Therefore, the introduction of the virus into such a 

zone, especially a neighborhood zone, would be catastrophic. We saw this in 

miniature in the States like New York and Michigan that forced the elderly who were 

well into nursing homes.  

CDC imagines entire neighborhoods designated “Green Zones” as follows: 

“A designated shelter/group of shelters (max 5-10 households), within a small camp 

or area where high-risk members are grouped together. Neighbors “swap” 

households to accommodate high-risk individuals” 

The neighborhood zones in particular would become tinderboxes prone to 

becoming pits of despair. These are described by CDC as having limited care-givers; 

in fact, the text of the document does not contain the words “doctor”, or “nurse”, 

or “treatment”; it does not describe in any way how, if the virus begins to spread (as 
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is assured) throughout the containment unit, medical heroes would provide daily 

intensive care to those who lay sick and dying. 

As people became sick, these shelters and areas would descend into festering pits of 

filth because CDC’s best plan for sanitation is that 

“High-risk individuals will be responsible for cleaning and maintaining their own 

living space and facilities. This may not be feasible for persons with disabilities or 

decreased mobility. Maintaining hygiene conditions in communal facilities is difficult 

during non-outbreak settings. consequently it may be necessary to provide 

additional human resource support.” 

What human resource support? People in charge of sanitation in hospitals, 

relocated? Who will pay for this “human resource support”?  

The Two Weeks that Never Ended: Allopathic Medicine Abandoned the Public 

After Ebola 2014, the US gave hospital billions of dollars to be ready for an outbreak 

of infectious diseases. Protocols in patient processing, isolation wards, training on 

PPEs… all monies spent to ready allopathic medicine for “the next one”. 

When the next one came, all that was forgotten. They didn’t have enough masks. 

They asked for two weeks to get ready. Two weeks to flatten the curve. Then, 

allopathic medicine would be ready, or so we were told. 

But those two weeks Even now, in Oct 2021, we see the consequences of the pause 

on allopathic medicine: people with non-COVID illnesses are clogging emergency 

rooms, mixed in with COVID cases. 

Related: All Things Considered: ERs are now swamped with seriously ill patients — 

but many don't even have COVID (NPR) 

The number of people considered at highest risk of serious COVID-19 is immense. 

The societal disruption that would be caused by this “Shielding” approach - and the 

mass deaths it would insure - are unacceptable. 

No sentient being would ever consider creating such a system in the United States 

because the consequences are obvious. CDC must withdraw this “Consideration”. All 

of this time, since January 2020, they have cornered the nation’s resources 
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dedicated to a reasonable response and they still have no viable plan for COVID-19. 

The infection case fatality rate for COVID-19 prior to the vaccine was estimated to 

be, at most, 0.31% (0.0031).  

See Ioannids: Infection fatality rate of COVID-19 inferred from seroprevalence data  

CDC Opted for “Diffuse Shielding” 

CDC’s strategy has been to use RT-PCR tests set to “highest false positive rate 

possible” (high Ct number) to maximize sensitivity so most people who are, in fact, 

infected get a positive result. They tied that with “PCR+ = COVID19”, and with “stay 

at home until you’re sick enough for emergency care” and with “no early treatments 

are effective”. This is the Great False Narrative that has put the public of needless 

morbidity and mortality due to SAR-CoV-2 infection. 

This is a distributed form of their Shielding approach at the household level. It would 

be fine if they informed every PCR+ patient on medical options - and that if they are 

symptomatic they might not have COVID-19 and should seek a second test for 

influenza, RSV and bacterial pneumonia. And it would helpful for them to promote 

the treatments that Science has shown will reduce the risk of contracting a SARS-

CoV-2 infection and progressing to serious COVID-19. 

But they won’t. It’s up to the public - guys like Joe Rogan - and physicians who 

practice Ethical Medicine - to have figured it out. 

The Good News 

The good news is that people who have quit allopathic medicine or who have been 

fired are now free to find each other and create Ethical Medicine. Ethical Medicine 

does not lie to its patients; it squares with them the realities of what they are facing, 

given the information available. It follows the “first do not harm” and the 

precautionary principle. It does not risk peoples’ lives by doing nothing. It admits 

that natural immunity is protective - and therefore recommends that those with 

past COVID-19 infections become caregivers for new patients in their family unit. 

Ethical medicine uses science, logic, reason and compassion. It does not issue edicts, 

and it does not pretend to know things that are unknown. It does not condescend, 
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or paternalize. It does not deny vaccine risk. Ethical medicine CARES about the 

patient first. 

Find nurses and doctors in your community who have been fired, and buoy them 

with investment in their new practices. Many will be naturopathic cooperatives. 

Society must build a non-centralized, dynamically interacting network of Ethical 

Medical Facilities where patients can expected physicians to be informed, up-to-

date, honest, and to act in the patients’ best interest. Ethical Medical Physicians 

must be able to count on individuals and families to do their part to take care of 

themselves, and their loved ones, and, through trust, follow their doctors’ 

recommendations. The bloated, over-built, expensive allopathic western medicine 

has proven itself to be unsustainable, unresponsive, expensive, and inhumane.  

It’s time for Ethical Medicine to emerge in the US and around the world. 
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